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Elastic Double-Tier

Extended locks 
Make flooring riles lock tightly

Chamfered edges and 
corners 
Give an excellent protection when 
players fall down.

Anti-shrink pillars ensure no 
bulging
Racking and court displacement.

Strong toughness material 
from
Exclusive formula help to anti-
deformation and avoid cracking.

Weight: 315±5g
Size: 300*300*15.8mm

Chamfered edges and 
corners 
Give an excellent protection when 
players fall down.

Backside cross ribs 
structure
Provides stronger bearing 
capacity, avoid 
deformation and ensure a 
better buffering effect.

Strong toughness material 
from
Exclusive formula help to anti-
deformation and avoid cracking.

50 pieces of elastic 
cushion on each tile 
The design inspiration comes 
from NBA basketball court 
structure, which gives player 
an excellent ball bounce rate 
as well as a better anti-slip 
performance.
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Here is an Example court. Whether
your court is smaller or larger please
start in the same corner as seen below.
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Please note the orientation of the tile
as this will carry through the entire
court. If edging is to be installed,
please allow 80mm clearance. Edges
are normally applied last.
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Please note on the Boxes they are all marked numbers 1, 2, 3 …. 

Starting at Box 1：

Please start from the lower left corner of above drawing, and please follow the directional arrows 
as per above photo. Left to right – Like a typewriter. 
Dependent upon the size of the court, you may achieve many rows of tiles based on each 
individual box. Our 

company
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Installing the edges. This is normally recommended to be installed last after the court has 
been fully laid out. Please allow 80mm clearance around perimeter. There are Female and 
Male tabs that connect with the tile. The court also comes with Corner edge pieces also. 
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After Installation



After Installation

Trusted Brand, Premium Quality

Toray Polypropylene PP Interlocking Sport Flooring


